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Introduction 
It is difficult to capture the real L~elin>T and thrill 
,:of a play on paper in a production book such as this is; here 
~e can only record. I can't be~in to describe the feelina one 
·pets from the strange collection of reliPious artifacts in the 
·;meetinghouse , or the thrill of hearing in the darkness the 
,;tapping sticks of the blind men and their chants echoing in that 
q 
i'high ceilinged room. You the reader of this 'l.rV"ill have to use 
[iyour ima?.ination to see the gyrations of TJ:adgelene and to fe~l 
'i 
~.'the hush over the audience as the old woman beP"ins her final 
~:speech. I wish there were some way to canture this for you, the 
;i 
~ ) 
!lphotoghraphs are good, and all the annotations are there but to 
·:.!!et the real drama vou must live it with the actors throuah their 
!performance. If you didn't have this privelir:e , I hppe this book 
,iwill give you insiP"ht into some of hhe excitement we felt workine· 
on there nlays. 
I 
A. PRODUCTION ESSAYS 
A. PRODUCTION ESSAY 
1. Projected Styles 
The general keynote of the production will be sim-
plicity. Part of this is dictated by the complete arena stag-
ing to be used and the atmosphere of the Meetinghouse where 
they will be given; the other part is the simple st,yle of the 
plays themselves. The room at the Meetinghouse with all the 
symbols and religious artifacts demands this simplicity, but 
more than this the plays call out for a style that 'Will not 
detract from their content. An attempt will be made in the 
~ to bring the Breugel painting to life; to extend on the 
stage the statement the artist makes on canvas. '.£be Womep 
will attempt to create the mood of this Good Friday that brings 
about this opportunity to show this aspect of their personali-
ties. I would also like in this framework to make the best 
possible use of the room as it is used for their services. 
Although the characters are symbols in the framework 
of the plays, the actors will strive to achieve the reality of 
the person behind the symbol. The Blind men will work on,first 
a sence of an ensemble, then individualization of their charac-
ters with age differentiation, etc. The Women will work on an 
understanding of the personalities of the characters, and what 
in their awn personality they can bring to this character to 
achieve the interrogatory quality of the play. The blocking 
in both cases will work out of this understanding. 
3 
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Speech becomes a special problem because of acoustics 
of the room (no absorbent material) are so bad, complicated by 
the fact that in the arena staging an actor always speaks with 
his back to some of the audience. I hope to overcome this some-
what by taking the actors to the Meetinghouse so they will know 
the problems there and then follow up with spec:ial rehearals for 
diction, word endings and volume in the framework of emotional 
involvement. 
Movement, because the actor is so close to the audience 
must be precise and meaningful. The Blind will use their stage 
movement to establish their blindness with an emphasis on their 
journey through the audience to Rome. The Women will use their 
stage movement to define their social positions in relation to 
their surroundings and the other characters. 
The scenery will be two levels of low platforms and 
low boxes to serve as rocks in the Blind and as the furniture 
in the 1-Tomen. 'lhere will be no attempt at realism in the 
setting but rather a stylized use of levels to raise the actors 
within the sight lines of the audience, and function as needed. 
The lighting will also be stylized, in the Blind to 
create as much as possible the feeling of the sunset in the 
painting in amber and lavender. In the vlomen I plan to use only 
two rather than three angles traditional to arena lighting, to 
achieve the shadowy feeling of the play. 
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The costumes for the Blind will be as close to the 
Breugel painting as possible. The Women will be done in 20th 
century costume, the different women representing as best they 
can the varying social groups represented; each costume will 
need to be distinctive to the character wearing it. 
I' ,, 
l! 
I! 2. Research 
l; 
l Both plays enjoyed the distinction of being the first 
:! 
production on record using arena staging, and among the first 
here in this country using Draper's translation. Les Aveugles, 
The Blind Men, is one of Mr. Draper's recent translations and 
has seen two productions both in college theatres; Les Femmes 
au Tombeau, The Women at the Tomb, has also seen several college 
theatre productions as well as one professional, at the Broadway 
Congregational Church, New York City in 196J (using proeeeni:mn 
and the aisles of the church). 
The Waaen at the Tomb, was written in 1928 and carried 
the following admonition: 
"The manuscript of this play written in 1928 
bore the subtitle: DRAMA FOR MARIONETTES. 
The author has erased this indication so that 
the work not be thought of as being reserved 
merely for actors made of wood". 
Further discussions with the translator confirmed one feeling 
I had had about this play; indications within the script con-
cerning time are anachronistic, and Mr. Draper agreed that it 
was meant to be done in modern dress rather than any period 
it may seem to support. The mode of contemporary dress supports 
one of Ghelderode's basic images in the play, to show us biblical 
imagery, characters, in the same light as we see our friends and 
our enemies. This emphasis also made me choose the Draper 
translation above the now published Hauger, Mermaid Books because 
Draper translates into the American idiom and so brings the 
characters that much closer to our audience. The characters, 
although taken from the biblical narrative are not always what 
we imagine they would be, and at first appear to be too evil 
to be real; however, further look will show this to be only 
one aspect of the character emphasized because of the peculiar 
situation they find themselves in. 
The Blind Men, written in 1933, is a one act accord-
ing to Breughel the Elder (Pieter). I again chose the Draper 
translation because it was in more actable terms than the Hauger, 
and there is more chance for involvement for the audience if 
the character speaks its language. Since the play in a sense 
extends the action of the painting, I began with the painting 
in studying the play; and through this study began to realize 
the potential for arena staging it contained. Hr. Draper knew 
of no other productions done in the round but accepted the idea 
with approval and enthusiasm. 
Mr. Draper, the translator, is a faculty member of 
the Department of English and Comparative Literature at Columbia 
University. A Californian, educated at Columbia College and 
the University of California at Los Angeles. He wrote dramatic 
and music criticism for two metropolitan dailies in the Los 
Angeles area before going to Columbia in 1957 to work on his 
· P. H. n. in comparative literature of Europe. 
1 
He is currently translating others or Ghelderode's plays and 
his autobiography, Les Entretiens d' Ostende, and is writing 
his doctoral thesis on Ghelderode; he lived and studied with 
:i il :; 
Ghelderode for a year in connection with this thesis. In 
1950 the French government recognized Hr. Draper's achievements 
in French language and literature while an undergraduate by 
awarding him a special medal and citation. 
il ;; 
'I 
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Most of the information available about the philosophy 
of de Ghelderode are found in The Ostend Interviews, recorded at 
Ostend, Belgium in August, 1951, and broadcast by Radiodifussion 
Television Francaise. The following selections taken from this 
work have been translated by Mr. George Hauger. 
"I am a man who writes in a room - all alone - and 
who does not trouble about the fate of his works, who 
does not allow himself to be bothered by the row, the 
admiration, or the anger that his works may some day 
provoke. In short, a man who asks nothing from men 
except friendliness, a little tolerant understanding. 
Even the theatrical representation of the world or 
my mind goes on apart from me. It goes on in a place 
where there are too many people, and on a physical plane, 
in the midst of an often aggressive crowd; and that me 
uncomfortable, even frightens me a little. That is why 
I am hardly ever seen in theatres - not from diffedence, 
or because of a pose, but by the fact of incompatibility, 
and because from the outset I chose soli tude, the hard 
road." 
"You should also know that at certain moments I hear 
an aerial music which, for me, is another sign, an ever-
lasting language which accompanies the whole of my life: 
I hear bells living, breathing and rambling on. I am a 
bell-fancier. A strange passion isn't it?" 
"Furthermore, you will frequently come across them 
in my writings, in my plays. They are like an obbligato 
accompaniment. They are a musical sign announcing the 
intrusion, the imminence of the supernatural, the 
approach of mystery." 
"That some people never percieve the encompassing 
supernatural proves nothing. Let us say that they are 
impervious to everything, to poetry, to music, to light, 
to love, to the cries of the world, to the chorus of the 
dead, to the phosphorescence of the living, to metamor-
phosis, to anamorphosis. 
Only the brute can deny that we are surrounded by 
the supernatural, that we loose our footing to the extent 
that reason advances in its sloping terr1tories, its 
nocturnal borderlands. 
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You can perceive it, unexpectedly come across its 
messages in the humblest things, the most everyday things. 
I have an angel on my shoulder and a devil in my pocket! 
In order to reassure you, I don't say that everything 
breathes the supernatural; but could you dissociate it 
from art without great damage?" 
"I insist that it was painting, g~v~ng colors to form, 
that led me toward the art of the theatre •••••••• 
•••••• I had already very quickly made my choice in the 
galleries •••• 
•••• Naturally, I went to the works of my own country, 
those of the master Hieronymus Bosch, of Pieter Breughel, 
of Teniers, of Jordaens. And this application accustomed 
me to the portrayed characters, settings, and lightings 
that I was later once more found when I put my feet on 
the stage• All was familiar to me, known, on the scale 
of the vast compositions that I had lately admired. 
So, in spite of its small size - but what does that 
mean? - (Pieter) Breughel's painting entitled 'The Parable 
of the Blind Men' had left me with so intense a recol-
lection that after many years, in 1933, I transposed this 
touching pictorial anecdote to the theatre, in a few hours 
and with great ease. 
" •••• I have always written plays as it suited me, in 
accordance with my perspective, and not in accordance 
with an eventual audience. And since one does not write 
plays for oneself, I have written for an imaginary public 
which, perhaps, had existed or could exist one day - not 
for the immediate public. 
No doubt this is why I called this theatre, which 
was free from the worry of probable performance, 
EXPERIMENTAL. It was a poetic form that suited me, a 
very versatile, and a very rich instrument, much more 
thrilling that the story as I practiced it, or the novel 
which I didn't 1 feel'. 11 
11 
'!he aim of the theatre - and of mine in particular -
is not to comfort, no more is it to grieve. The theatre 
is a fact. And the definition given by Shakespeare remains 
true across the centuries. I will add that, if it is bad, 
the theatre gives rise to pleasure, if it is good, to joy. 
Low theatre can corrupt, high theatre raises up, gives the 
spectator the possibility of levitation. Morals have 
nothing to do with the matter. 
Am I lovely? And you? Men are not lovely, not often, 
and its very well that they are not even more ugly; but I 
believe in MAN, and I think that this can be felt in my 
work. I don't despair of him, and I find him very interest-
ing, capable of everything - and its opposite." 
/~ 
j/ 
Little factual information is available on the personal 
life of de Ghelderode. He was born in Brussels in 1898 and died 
there April 1, 1962. His first play was written in 1918 for a 
group that met every Thursday to enjoy a lecture followed by a 
play, "the one more or less to justify the other". For this 
group he wrote Death Looks in at the Window, for their evening 
of Poe, since Poe has no dramas. 
Always sensitive to the spirit of the theatre, Ghelderode 
writes, "The nail in the scenery that had made a tear in my jacket, 
! 
had likewise scratched my flesh". He continued to write stories, 
·' 
which he had began in his late teens, but could not resist the 
theatre; in 1927 he began an active association with the Flemish 
Popular Theatre, which group created most of his major works 
incluiing Saint Francis, Barabbas and Pantagliese. In 1930, at 
the death of Renaat Verheyen, a prominent actor in the company 
Who had played most of Ghelderode's principle roles, Ghelderode 
wrote 1he Actor Makes His Exit, and then withdrew from active 
collaboration with the theatre. He found, however, that the 
theatre is like a trap, and continued to write for the theatre 
of his mind, plays with no specific performance in view. 
He remained to his death a man who did not trouble 
over the fate of his works; he wrote for over thirty years plays 
true to his artistic conscience and enjoying little of what the 
world at large would consider recognition, but had the satis-
faction of an artist that has been true to his vision. 
;i 
i 
,I 
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He has said "I don't regard myself as either a dramatist or a 
storyteller, but as a poet who has used the foms of the story 
and the theatre. 
==-~----=-=:.·=''""-=''"'···~-"'·''"'-.,-,·c:c.·=-,:'''-"'"'""-'==~co-c:c;;c~=·-''---~.""''·-'-'--coc-..~"'·-·"'"·'-0"'-'''"-=·c''·' 
'! 
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B. ANNOTATED SCEIPT 
THE BLIN'D MEN 
MICHEL DE GHELDERODE 
'Translated by 
SAMUEL DRAPER 
THE AMERICAN FRIENDS 
,OF 
MICHEL DE GHELDERODE 
604 WEST 114 STREET 
NEW YORK 25, NEW YORK 
~. 
CHARACTERS 
Three blind men, afflicted since birth, making a pilgrimage to Rome: 
DE WITTE names which WHITE 
DE STROP mean m GALLOWS BIRD 
DEN OS English BULLOCK 
The one-eyed king of the ditch country, otherwise known as the 
country of the blind, LAMPRIDO 
Setting - On a road in old Brabant, not far from the capital city. 
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THE BLIND MEN 
A song is heard from pilgrims walking along the road. 
Their song is slowly yowled although they are in good health. The 
pilgrims are in fact blind. They continue their march by probing 
the ground with their sticks and by holding on to the edge of each 
other's coats. Their marching song is: 
Congaudeant catholici ] 
Lententur cives celici 
Die ista 
The pilgrims stop. 
DE WITTE. (Singing the last words.) Die ista 
=-(Speaking.) Well, I'm stopping, I am. God may like our song, 
but he doesn't make these rocks any softer. My feet are bleeding, 
and my throat is parched like a crater. ~~t.s DE STROP We've all got to stop, because when one stops, 
the three of us stop. When one sings, all three of us have to sing. 
When one walks, all three walk. What a fate! 
DEN OS. What a fate! Walking down a road whose end 
rl:\ we can't see and singing a lament in Latin we don't understand. 
' 
~ Brothers in misery I propose that all three of us whine with all our ~ 
3 
might. Maybe someone will hear us and help. Let's whine! ; 
ALL THREE. (Discordantly.) Miserere! Miserere! Miserere! O"lA-L ~ 
A VOICE. (In the distance.) Miserere! ~ 
DE WITTE. Did you hear that? (A pause. They listen.) 
I don't hear anything now ~ DE STROI?.. I know what we heard ~rjs our hunger and 
thi~. We're so thirsty we don't know what we're d0ing. 
DEN OS. I heard it. Do you know what it is? An echo! 
I'm going to test it. Either it's the devil making fun of us he 
won't answer or it's the real thing and will answer because I'm 
going to stir it up religiously. 
DE WITTE. Yes, serenade it with mass. 
DEN OS. .(Singing.) Ky-y-y-y-y-y-y-y-rie. 
ALL THREE. Listen! 
THE VOICE. (In the distance, finishing the plain chant.) 
Elei-i-son. 
DE WITTE. That's not coming from a devil. It's an echo, 
--
a real echo certainly, it's the echo from a convent. If this echo ..5 tJi 
anted to help us with some _alms or only give us a keg of dark beer! 
DE STROP Don't give up hope! Our pain, hunger and 
h rst are going to come to an end. I )mow it. Will you let me tell 
you the good news? I see it more clearly than you. 
DE WITTE. Two time liar! You were born blind like us . .s-1t.s on 
~ DEN OS. Three time liar! You're the blindest of us all. 
1Jiit go on, what's the news ? X .:;;. ~ 
DE STR)~Unfortunate friends, hear this: we're not far 
from Rome. X ~-
THE OT TWO. Oh! oh! Oh! oh! oh! Oh! oh! 
oh! oh! 
DE STROP Haven't you felt the sun getting warmer? 
We've been walking seven weeks. Further proof is that we've just 
heard an echo, an echo that sings mass. In Flanders, there is no 
echo because everything is flat. In the mountains you can hear 
echoes. We're in the mountains. And that painter who did our- ~e.Je ~ 
portrait not so long ago and who had been in Italy..? didn't he tell us 
that we would have to cross the mountains? What was that painter's 
name, that character who gave us a florin? 
DE WITTE. Breughel, I think. 
DE STROP Yes, that's it. Breughel! He maintained that 
once we crossed the mountains, we wouldn't be far from Rome. 
DEN OS. He also said that we could continue our trip 
without being afraid or worrying because in the end we'd get there. 
All roads lead to Rome. 
DE STROP Alleluia! We're going to see Saint Peter's ~ 
dome! 1"\~ ~ 
DEN OS. Alleluia! We're going to see the Pope in person, 
and he'll performam~· acle. He'll give us back our eyes! ·~ 
DE WITTE. -<' leluia! We're going to witness a number \.3) 
of marvelous things .s ~ . or we're going to see nothing at all. What ~ 
is sure is that Rome is the most breath-taking city in Christendom. ":J 
We'll eat our fill there, drink all we can, and sleep there, and dance 
there. I've been assured that the Romans are joyful by nature and 
friends of pleasure. And we shall never go back to Flanders again. 
I'm going to stretch myself out on the basilica steps and finish my 
days there, in the sun. 
DE STROP. Hey, you wicked parishioner! We'll do what 
the holy Pope orders us to do. 
DEN OS. Perhaps he'll want us to continue on as far as 
Jerusalem. 
DE WITTE. Or perhaps, when he's seen us, he'll advise us 
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to . .return to our own country .. 
DE 51 ROP. Qu1et! Prick up your ears, quick! 
A carillon sounds in the distance. 0 DEN OS. Imagine! Bells in a tower? The bells of Rome! 
DE WITTE. You crazy fool! It's a carillon! And it's 
playing a song I know, one they sing in the markets at home. 
DE STROP. I'm going to tell you the truth. It's the 
famous carillon at Rome. When the Pope got word that three Flem-
ish pilgrims were arriving, he commanded a Flemish song played in 
our honor. Listen to it, now! 
ALL THREE. (Singing the tune with the carillon.) La ... 
la ... la ... Bin.&.e..t-· bong ... La ... la ... la . 1:. Bing ... bang . . . 
bong ... (Sh'O'uitrrg.ltJ...ing out1 holy bells! ~Sing for those of us 
from Flanders. "'-~ere ;'. e are! 1' Long live Rome' and her thousand . , . 1 
churches! (. t<>f' \0 \!.,_;._,_,__..._) cA ~c-1 VV 
DE STROP. How moving to hear songs of our old coun-~ · 
try here in a foreign land! s 1TS {'t y 
DE WITTE. You'd think it was the carillon at Bruges 
where I was born . ...s 1 +..s '!! t../ · 
DEN OS. Rather the one in the magnificent belfry at 
Ghent, my noble city. :# 4 .Jiis 
I':. 
DE STROP. It's identical with the one at Antwerp, that 
city of riches where I came into the world. 
All three cry cacophonously. 
THE VOICE. (Laughing riotously in the distance.) Ha, 
ha,ha,ha,ha,ha! 
WA"R{'i 5 
~S DE WITTE. Hear that? Laughter on the horizon! This 
Italy is a marvelous country. While we're weeping, the echoes smile 
like angels! Then let's laugh! 0 5(. d_/ ALL THREE. (Laughing.) Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, hal S + .a.-- t ~ DE STROP. This divine humor is not the only marvelous : / 
;' thing. Look at those high snow-covered mountains from which we'll I 
see the cupolas and steeples of the Eternal City. I 
DEN OS. Rather, smell their strange perfumes. These / 
)!.Q_wers smell like incense, I swear! ~-.. 
(3_) DE WITTE. l)n.d I see b~the sundial thatit's time for u~ .J 
to be off. Let's walk ancl sing~ Who's goiiig-Jirst? Mef I wiTI! 
I want to be the first to enter the mystic city. 
DEN OS. No, I'll be first. I can see better than you. 
DE STROP. Why not I, the least blind of the three of us? 
DEN OS. Let's go! Let's hold on to each other by our 
coats and tap with our sticks so we'll keep in time. 
They walk and sing . j 
. ~4!' 
'. 
ALL THREE. 
Plenus pulchris carminibus 
Studeat atque cantibus 
Die ista 
THE VOICE. Die ista . . . . (I) 
DE WITTE. Sfupt "'lite ech9's voice is different. Which 
cardinal point is it working from? 1 
DE STROP. Haven't we retraced our steps instead of go-
ing toward Rome? 
DEN OS. That would be terrible. I'm going to ask the -1 f:Z\ 
echo. Since it knows Latin, it must know geography. I'll take all 7' ~ 
the responsibility. (Solemnly.) Lord Echo, condescend to answer- hec.ls 
three blind men who are seeking their way. Subtle echo, where are ·' 
you ? · o l..kf'. 
LAMPRIDO'S VOICE. In a tree.A I'll come down to make 
you happy. I'm a voice mounted on legs, and I'll come to you. 
DE STROP. I had a hunch about this. It's a man. Good. , . 
He'll give us alms. I see who's coming. He's a tall man with a~ 
roundhat. ~
DE WITTE. No, he's a little man with a square hat. 
DEN OS. Keep still! He's a tall man who's become 
little because he's hunchbacked like a crane. And his hat is enl y a 
cap with sewn-on medals. 
LAMPRIDO. (Entering.) My good fellows, here I am!(}) 
ALL THREE. (Taking up attitudes of beggars and singing , 1 
in high-pitched voices.) 1flere he is, the kind Christian! Have pity a...\\ \._~Q... 
for us poor blind men, us famous sinners. Feel sorry for us wretched 
pilgrims in this valley of tears! \~ \.1\N' 
LAMPRIDO. Yes, I'll feel sorry for the blind sinners on c~'T)q. ~"i. 
their pilgrimage. (He laughs.) Q ( 
DEN OS. Why he's laughing. (Furious.) Who are you? 
LAMPRIDO. I'm Lord Lamprido, king of the ditch coun-
try. I'm a wise man who stays E:Jched in my tree. I don't go on 
wild goose chases to Rome which you'll never see. You want alms? 
I'm going to give you apples, pears, plums, peaches, honey, and duck 
eggs. 
DE STROP. None of those. We want money! 
LAMPRIDO. There's no chance of money. But I can give 
j 
you advice and my help. You do need that. .. . 
DE WITTE. We don't need your help, nor your advice. <j + r ... t\0 5 ' 
All three of us can see perf~ctly well although we're blind. ®. '.: 
are? 
LAMPRIDO. Conce1ted man! Do you know where you ~' 
·..;:'•· :) 
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DE WITTE. We know. We're in the high mountains near 
~ the plain of Rome. 
(j) LAMPRIDO. You fools! You're in the ditch country. 
, You've got to believe me because I have the advantage. y· I can see 
: with one eye. One eye is enough. We've a lot of blind men here, 
but in this ditch country I'm king because I see so well with one eye. 
II 
.• ' 
. ) 
ALL THREE. (Noisily.) !Ho, ho! He's crippled! Ha, ~ 
ha! And he says he sees well. Hee, hee! And he Sf!YS we're not~ 
near Rome! 9t ro ~ ~ 2-c.. e>i l-~o ·\ o. "'d., rto-.. V'\ o( \ 
DEN OS. Get out of here, one-eyed king: We don't want .:.;j;_nQj 
any part of you. You're a cheat, and your ditch country is only in 
your mind. Our long sticks see better than you and they tell us what 
this country's like. Get going or we'll beat you! 
THE OTHER TWO. Yes, beat him up. Hurrah!(E) 
( . . All three of them beat the air in every direction. :J._ t:X_, ::,"3) DE STROP. Who's hitting me? '-
( ~) DEN OS. You murderer!. It's me you're beating! 
(;)DE WITTE. I'm being hit! Oh! 
LAMPRIDO. What a sad mistake! They're beating each 
-.,._ 
other and tearing out their hearts. ·Hit away hard, my blind friends! #- :Lj 
No? You're stopping? Yes, stop your war. No'Y listen to me: f. To 
I'm going to do you a favor. · ' t 
THE THREE. (Whining in chorus.) Have pity on poor- f:Y>-f'· ,-\ 
blind men condemned to make a pilgrimage for their sins. 
LAMPRIDO. No, you don't get a cent. Your breath tells 
me you're mighty fond of beer. I want to prevent your making a 
mistake. (Pause. The three listen with wide-opened ·mouth$..) The 
sun's going down. Purple mist is rising. For weeks now, I've seen 
you travel backward and forward along these same roads which do 
not lead to Rome at all. You haven't left Brabant. The bells you 
hear are those in the belfry of Saint Nicholas at Brussels. With only 
one eye. I can see the ramparts of the city from here; the towers of 
Saint Gudule with its ~lorious statue of Saint Michael all aflame on , I C 
his white stone spire. j (' ; ~ ~·1 -t..;--f 
DEN OS. It's unfair making foo~s of three blind men. P ~c " ..... ~(: 1 
DE WITTE. It's all lies! It's not noon, and it's been -- ;;,~, 1.\ :.-b.. 'f"<:'\ 
weeks now since we left the Low Countries. 
DE STROP. Be careful, Lamprido! You're evil. We'll 
denounce you to the Pope. Colleagues, isn't this a highway robber 
who's going to do us in? 
LAMPRIDO. For the last time, I'm telling you, you're in 
the country of the swamps. On both sides of the road are marshes 
and flooded meadows. One mis-step and you vanish. Soon it will 
be dark. I'm going to take you by the hand and lead you to the 
,x-to!@) 
(£) 
i 
I 
-+ 
'I 
refuge of an abbey where you can spend the night. It's an act of 
charity, a timely one. All I can do for you. ~..) h> ·{Cl-,...-
DE WITTE. Let's get done with it! ®n our way! AndA'I 
leave this stupid fellow to his ranting. ll,...J 
DE STROP. Although we're blind, we have some dignity. 
\ How could we accept your help- you with one eye? Let's go on 
to Rome tonight. 
LAMPRIDO. Go on! Enter Rome. But don't forget to 
commend your souls to God. Those who won't take the advice of 
a one-eyed man are a hundred dmes more blind than he. (He gets 
angry.) All roads lead to death. (He laughs derisively.) Wish-
ing my neighbors well is only one more vanity along with all the 
others. On your way. Get going! 
THE THREE. Yes, let's go. 
DE STROP. Good-bye, one-eyed man. Thank you for 
your charity. 
· DEN OS. Good-bye, king of ditches, king of frOJS and 
tadpoles! 
DE WITTE. Good-bye, you silly echo! Climb back into 
the tree and preach to owls. It's time, friends. Let's be off. Hold 0 
ontomycoat. s+c.."-\ Jt,:tl\"1. f()...Y"''.(~ ~ 
DEN OS. I'm holding onto your coat, hold onto mine. 
Who's leading? 
DE STROP. East, straight ahead! 
LAMPRIDO. You're going west, straight into the stinking 
mud, into oblivion. Go on! 
THE THREE. Stand aside for the glorious pilgrims frem 
Flanders! (They continue on into the distance and thet.·r song re- (iJ 1 
sounds.) j,.. L (I (/ 'I.,.# ') 3 
Dtvma luce nobdts ; / 
H~~ est dies la~?abilis . -+ ~ 1 C u..l ...S J /" ';II 0'\ ~ 
(Their song dies ou · : }. \ 
VOICES OF THE THREE BLIND MEN. Help! Don't f ~(ij-.;· ... ' . .\ ·· tk~.:J ,)~ 
push. Don't pull. Lamprido! Help! It's water. Jesus have L.. ·, 
mercy. I'm sinking. (More cries are heard, then their last gasps~ WARN ~ 
and their voices are silent.) LAMPRIDo::-«-~I can do nothing for them. The ditcbes are ~ 
too deep. Th<;J won't sing _any more. They've reached the end.of I, 1 \ . 
their journey. My brothers, rest in peace in the slime from whtch ( Lt }" 
all men are made. It's getting dark. I'm going back to my tree. \..:· 
There among the sleeping birds, I'll pray for your blind souls-you 
.Roorblin.d..,men ... (He leaves.) .-
. .... - The bells ring joyously as twilight falls. 
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CTTAR\C":'ERS 
T!fidwife ~ · ~~ 
~sher of the Dead .. :;;,~~· '. '-f"f·· 
Hagdalene 5. ~-., :,,:"'; ' . 
~rtha) sisterS" \:~ V/~\ 
Nfe.ry ) -'".: ~-<!>· 'r • 
~:ronica. v·!._ Ktl.\'" 
Th Cu d 'i•r · · · · 
_ e re .. ana.n. ><• t.\ 'i 
The Adulterous r!oman -
·.Pile. te' s Wife 
~Yoche.beth,, Judas 1 s Wife 
John.y. ~.,. .. · 
The Old Woman..\. I' , ._, .. 
SCE:NE I 
A shabby house_ in Jerusalem .2!1 ~ood Frid gy evening. ITo .9J.lQ. is 
about. The door opens 2!l the street. 
Uidwife~ 
'""tb ..,.,) \v-J, If':!" ..... J 
1'Jasher: 
sds 
c 
!'fidwife: 
ii~n, let's ~~in hqr?-- It r s e. tlQ§e_pted hou~e. 
llkc so me.nyscs thJ.s fatal day. ·.,or:~en are 
being trampled under foot by hordes of madmen; 
I 1 11 bet this is a Christian's hcuse, These 
C1ii .. istie.ns have dug holes in the fields to lwop 
out of sights The trees r~e concealing same of 
them. ~'fhat lun~.cyL Tho Son of God is dead, but 
his madness lingo rs on. His ideas have been 
sh~tterod, but each fr2@nont is still alive. 
Let me have a look at your f~ce. Aren't you·the 
}l!"id\"J if'e;? Yes, you e.re. Good evening, wom~n, 
who help children crawl from the belly and wash 
thcml 
Here's my face. Good evening to you who help 
old children to die end vmsh them. Many he.ve to 
die before you're satisfied. 
Washer: 
Midwife: 
W'J.Sher: 
Midwife: 
Wo.sher: 
r.f!idwif'e: 
Midwife: 
Wcsher: 
Hidwif'e: 
You tro exactly right. For you, crowds of' women 
need to mnell up under the l2.ughter of' the moon. 
Yes, tonight J[fll make my vrr:~y fran door to door. 
V!omen who hcwe been blo2.tcd with child will huve 
been terrified. The mcuntnin hc;s screcuned out, 
c~nd the world hc.s toppled in~o the bgyigJs of' o. 
deep pit. _ 1·re 'vese-en·-·-.:che moon nc.Jdng ugly-fc;ces. 
Al~"fllcse women's bellies vlill explode like 
bombs, 2.nd what kind of' :fruit will I pull out of' 
then? Tell mel 
I predict thut my night will be cs prof'itcble 
o.s your avm. The c.ged dec.;d hnve pulled thei:I-
selvcs up l'.gnin on their putrid legs. Jfll hc~ve 
to bury thor:; o.gv,in if' we CLJ1 f'ind them, For 
cecency 's onke, they should be \Vc-.shcd c~nd lc:dd 
out··-cmd t11r;t 1 s not counting the livin~'"'ouls in 
Jer-usc:len ·;ro '11 fnll d~o.d ~ro1:1. !ri~ht. ~ 
. • For us, '\vho '-:.re <-.f'ro..J.G. OI n thJ.ng, 
cJ.nce we knew where men cooe f'roo cmd where they 
eo; for s r:;isf'ortune gives birth to good fortune, 
o..nd this B1c-:.ek Fridoy will hc~ve its golden side f'r<n 
c.ll the ncney VJe '11 mr.ke. (S-l'lcnce.) Did 
Christ ho.ve c:~ !"JOther who suffered. ;::.t l"is birtl1? 
'S~S I don't lmow. Did he die like other oen? 
I don't know. ~'Tho buried hir.1? Sone of' his gcw."1g? 
No'body knovvs. Did you notice all the v1crnen were 
out of' tJi.eir uinc1s? 
It's alw cys ljkG thnt whenever tbere c:-.re e:>::ecu-
tions--when they see the vwunds. Mo.ny v;onen will. 
be 1:mking love tonight. 
"' 
Hu .. n.rl , • • They s o.id the.t cf'ter the tonbs were 
opened c:.gEdn, the wonen rushed towo.ru the resur-
rected corpses, winding thenselves o.round then 
like pcis mous vipers. You '11 see then giving 
1Jirth tc c:1ildren who lock li..'i(e purple sno.kes1 
Tl::..esc deys c;ren't reel. It's all c Vt'.St witch--
crt'.ft. 
Shut upJ Sor.:eboc1y 1 s stopped in f'rcnt of' the house. 
i 
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.SCENE TI 
The ~ opens. ~IagdaJe ne st9lldS .£I! !d:!£. threshold• 
Washer: Yes, she's ne.d. She's trcr..lbling :fron head to 
toe, bot11 inside e.nd out. C«:Jc in, VJ <nan. 
Magc1E'.lcne: 
Washer: 
r.T.agd.e.l en e: 
'I ~ j,A-s 
"'~~~:;1: a· ~+. 
' "\ fA "'/JP .,:.... 
He.gdc.lene : 
J·t,q··"' . ._ ~ tl.f·Y.·/ 
t.""•·· r'·k. ' '~"'· t ...• 
H<:.gd:::.lene: 
~;re 111 see plen~y of r..md wonen tonight--the darker 
it gets the nore th.:;rc'll be. They'll :fi::1d sene 
vrcr:1cn stre.nglcd nnd ethers plc.ying in the fields 
ne.ked. VThv doesn't she· ca-1c in? (She he.s 
E2.pclc-:.lene enter e.nd closes the door-;TThis is 
ncbody 1Shousc. ·])'rj you fccrlik'O"r'csting c bit? 
!To, ho, no •• • To suffer ••• 
1:.'hy le.ugh when spe: clcinc ·of .suffGri P..g? 
'l"herc; can~ t be nny rest, n•thin3' but suffering... . 
I c ~n ' t ·s t cmd 2.ny r..: oro • • • h o, h c, •• Gn,c; ne ~. h ~ ~ ~· (. ... ~ <.. 
Rc.:D in the spcnge s or. ked in g2.ll,... · (h.ti ~ ~, \,.. •4 ) 
How sccmdelousJ She's lnughing on a nieht like 
this •• • when even the roc Jr.s are •aniling. She's 
oore then insme. Is it n non you need? 
1
'!atch ~t~_1L Sh~ ~-~&.1!-!r __ qf~· She's· foaming at the 
:nou~ He.s- .. e:·rn~.d dog att~.clced you, women? 
She's :filthy. She stinks. VIho spit on you? And 
this mud? Have you been playing nr. ound in tbe~ 
cemetery with a sexy skeleton? - 6-·-'-~--'(~· I(Y\ .. 6.--~ ~ 
Eel wicked women ••• He died e.t the third houri ••• 
Washer: ·~·,t~~.~--"'·J VJho? your love;r-?. 1.~!e>.s he one of the thieves? 
·.· · '· · Get up.. ·The devJ.l· possesses you as he does the 
mountain, the city, errl. tt~ hec.vens. Stop your 
writhing or I'll cc.ll the police who'll smother 
you betv1een two m~ttresses. 
I 
Hidwi:fe: /tet her lie on her beck. She's grabbing her belly. 
She 1 s one of these ·women who hc.s a hot coal in 
her }'UIIlP• Vlhn t do~s her cc~rrying on me>. tter? ·· · :..~"•.r·~"'f 
Whc.iPs your ne.me, wan£-n?- 1:~,, .;; , • . . ~.1 
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M~dalene: 
Midwife: 
~.Jridwife: 
Magda;Lene, (She gets YE, £:. li ttl~,. J I 1m sick,· 
ho. ~ falls down n~nin.) Oh, Thou, bleed, 
bleed on mel <A ~n o!!owed by fl lr~ugh,) 
l Heex that? She's reaching her climnx. 
Vlhen he wr.s living, he turned you to ice; now 
trot he 1s dead he sets you c.flo.me ••• (She ~ 
motionless,) 
I think shots ur.co~s~ious, 
dend? 
But who. t if she were 
fo-..-'>'~_;: • .!2-
I'd YTnsh her, thr.t's \~rhc.t. She's not doc.d, just 
sleeping. She's sick, Touch her. Stiff lfl{c 
n 'boo.:.-d. 
rrben. sne starts to come to~ we '11 r;sk her c.bout 
this pc1rson who puts her ~n trnnces. (Silence.) 
She looks bcmtiful nov.,r, 
SCENE III 
A knock ~t the door, ~ wanen !n, deep mourning hesi~;.te qpd 
ond enter.- - -
-
.If.:\ Mm-thn: 
~.}!!/ Wc.sher: 
.Whose house f'.re we in? 
r.robody 11 s. Come in. It's o.. sl:'..fe plr~ce r:.wey fran 
the crowd. 
:qovJ d;.:.t it :i.t>, ':'..'LG. we h~ve only tbis little J.~· f··~,_t('! 
r..c.c.ies, m_cW vre st.;.y here without t~ing? 
3tr;y, Dut I'm not sure nbrut your:i(eeping rruiet 
ror long! •••. 
V!.a hc.ven't. nnything to SOlf~ 'f R.. .J,..rv-'- 1.-...-.-.. A~,.t._ 
rJhr; 1 s this de nO .women? . tShe £§n~~ .. ove:t .. ) OhJ X tr1tl.. 
l,VY;.gc.r~lcnel .... VIe must be CC'.reful? Mc.r lm. · 
Pretend we d<n •t knmv her, YTe mustn't cc.ll public ~ 
r;tt.ention to ourselves,~ (Silence,) Lc.dies, whnt fE.J" Si 
;.re you Wf'.i ting f <r in this room? '{··· 1 
.... ,.:t 
For the crowd to cnlm d cwn, There c.re drunks :md · 
hothec.ds in the streets. T..7e 're c.f'rc.id of o. bc.d 
l-Tfiis fs· the correct trnnSintlion, Olle c~n s2.y more poeticc.lly 
perhc~ps, "She •·s· h::-.:v:i:ng· n··:fit +of- ·ees-bt!ey-1 11 .ns ;wo.s. used._ c.t the first professioncl performc.nce of this ple.y given c t the :Brot":d-
VJcy Congreg~~tionnl Church in March 1959-, 
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[} H"idwif e: 
Washer: 
T:Tartha: 
11artha: 
lTary: 
\'!asher: 
r~artha: 
... s-
attack, the.t' s all, 
And you know that women are alwe.ys the victims.j ":ff.,.._ 
1Pfhy are you two so calm and indifferent? 'I ft..'{ ~. 
We're simply women in mourning. 
Ne7J cre-oe? A rec:;n+, bereavement? Did you know 
tna+, tt~ dead l.:.cwa been resurrected by the dozens? 
Jtut· tninke I::.' yo,J.:.·· deC'.d loved-one \'Jere among 
thcu, and c2me bE' CK ·11ome, hqp:t_ng to get a slice of 
br8ad ••• e.nd_ev:en to l::iss you ••• Go on t cuickly :::,nd 
-se-e.: ··· 
Is it money you wan·t? I' 11 stuff some in your 
hor~lble mouth,ee 
... --80rr~r 9 my mouth 1 A not a money box.. (!,2 midv!ife,) 
~:l;.::;sc V!orn:m aY'e so respectable. Pe 've already 
seem the whores ~n mourning and h011v tonight serves 
their purpose! s ~~. 
Let's leave, Martha. 
No, it's worse ou tsidoJ ••• And I.Tagdalcne might 
wc:-~ko up. She CP.n be so indiscreet, by mentioning 
names that she.uldn't be said for the m«ncnt, 
Is it le.te? 
It's comrlctely o.e..rk. You cen only me.ke your way 
v:itt r:~ J.Entcn:. lTo one '\Vill sleep tonight, 
:Set\s Atey ·~1cre) Le.dics, let's not he,ve eny trcubl 
8Jl!Cng 11[.:., 
I~ you wrnt ••• 
Tnoro 's a certain odor about t"b..is house.,. 
Y·;s, e.,. odor we've alre2.dy smell cd on some one ••• 
D.~1 Ov-:1.1 odor. 
SCENE IV 
~ b-Jl.S...C)S 2t ~ ~· 
Come inl One more or less ·.•rontt m2.tter, 
v 
r-~ 
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a woman canes ill-
Washer: She has such style, this oneJ Shut the door1 Q veronica:~t~ ·'··';t"'I beg yrur pardon? ••• Jlry neme' s Veronica. 
Veronica: 
Veronica: 
M'artha: 
M'idwif'e: 
Wasrer: 
Veronica: 
Vlashe r: 
Veronica: 
H'arthe..: 
@ 
Veronica: 
Veronica? Ilfary, it's she. Show us, Veronica, 
show us the imprint you've stolenl D 
H'OV! brazenJ I 'vc never stolen anythingl 'f. \!..3) 
Where 1 s the linen cloth? There are a hundred 
witnesses who saw what you did. 
Is a charitable deed wrong? Vlhat have I stolen? 
His holy Face. 
You c~n see she's a thief. Isn't she pregnant? 
Very good, old girl. One's got to ste~J, pregnant 
or net. Vlhy 1ve some g0t ever:lthing e..rtif>thers 
nothing? I w~nt justice ~.nd er·ua:L shares for 
ev E!l:'yone,. No ~me 1 s blaming you, my girl, but 
you must share what you've stolen. 
You can't shore af'ace. ·1~atJ his nose for you, 
one of his eyes for you, and his beard for her? 
vVbAlt stupidity to steal a f'e.ce instead of' swiping 
a flatiron or some f'orksl 
Besidesi I've not sil> len anything, 
cl;)th be ongs to me. 
The linen 
It belonged to you before it received the· imprint 
of His face. Af'ter the.t it bece>me a holy cloth ..; .,. ~. 
which should be returned to the Christian i<,.!\ .~ .c .. ~­
conmunity. Let me have it.~ I'll give it back f"-e. .... .ft;,~-~ 
to them when they get togo the r again. 
The cloth e.nd imprint remain my property. The 
image is my reward, f'or I was the only one aTTiong so 
many wailing women--you know these women_;ygu_fi.gd 
at all tQE?_ ... Callcariea.·~·Lf.o.r_)Jj~ _]2J~?l~urcof' whining..;-
I was the only one who went up to Christ to wipe off 
the sweat of' his death agony ••• 
II(:.. f'v\f'{... {"~ t ., 1 ...... ~ 
vLI 
, _________ ---.-~~,. 
f..fary: 
Veronica: 
f(f) 
Vle.shur: 
) 
Martha~ 
V!ashcr: 
-7-
Fe were there with those women. 
You v..rer8 there all right, you vd t~J. yo11r exag-
gerat~d moaning, to wnom Christ u·c+,E:·red these 
'':ords, 11Weep n®t :for ::Jo, but v.re ep for yourselves ~ 
and :for yo-:..1-r chi l(lrcn .. 11 He ,mde.c>Rtood the.t ·-"--1/; 
wor11em "lever cry 3XCE:}'t for trK::T.S(~l ves "~.nd whc:~t ~/ 
irrrn.::di'1 t~J-\r bcth.}:t'f t':!ror.:1.. E·~ : .... n8W that V!om~n let ' 
wc.:.+c:r ~-:i_cw· :]=':re:n~ ~.h< .. c.rr:o:s as 8E':Sily E.s it flows 
~r:~J~.: -+,:;110 l':La.d/~e:~:I .:.J a. 
i .. ~Jr>.-___ 1_ .-'1~-:d ~rPX"'·'"'l-,1 ... ~ 
- • ) • .... ' ., . .. ,, , - ..,; ' 9 
Won1cn ..:n mo:1r:ni!:g, cr .. ?, s said tn.::::'::, for ycu.! Keep 
yu1-r:::· i.llP.ge ~ '-'er G.l~-ce ~ You've cer tninly Ge.rned 
itc. £ttppc3e yc1 \'Tere ~o show us this cloth? 
I don 1 ·~ ~~~~ it·~e~Ga Better not t~ s~e it. 
I + · (.! n ....,;- p·r ..,-·- ·h.r. 1. ~.-: ·" /·["' !ClCe ··~ho .,.uD+·,,re·1 c, c'1 ~ O'Ony "' .... ... ~ " ··" " ·~ 1 J--~ .... . • ' ' -. . >:> •• .1." ......... .. c,a • 
. /pP.rsm'Sl 
I won't iare tc leok e. t it o:ften. Vlhat a terrible 
gi:ftJ 
Such a relic in this wor:~an's he.nds makes me tremble, 
Mary. 
'What Ca."1 We co? She f .s a Christian like USo 
0t1r ~·ft.:Bt.cr vvt.:.G s~_ll'rOUnl11?d l»y teo many women 
dt•.:r·ing h:;? T::_f:) -,:n(':, :S.:c~th,. V!e t'<NO were all he 
DCPCh<.L. c 
ri~.:c: s ["':c.·:;_nz +o :r!i:.l•-,E,t; them a\va:;/? :~~c-t.: • ::> 1 eeJ? auiet, 
c·,re; l''C y; ct. ln. our vWn P.lemcnt. Bu.t, t/lj_~4 house is 
0ctt.r:.L' tl.:q:.:1 tho street. 
ST.:;:pr )!~(_; v: CJ nere to consult the co.:r·ds to see whether 
yc1;.~· TJ<'.::·tE·r \'Jill come bc:ck to life? 
~~?·t: s .'~:-( '· l·T~ry. The street' t pr< ... ~-·cr·~-olc even \'IIi th 
i tE. :ic~·;_"lf'C· :':\3 ~ • • 
Yot, 1 v-~ }.lO.'.J. enough? Lceve then. '~iir.:: ire going to 
stc-.y ~ ([~ Ls~ f:.!: ~ ~·) Sonucody else? 
/') 
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Cured Vloman: 
)(~ ~ srfs t4 .. '{ 
f)\ 'f. 'V \"(.. 
UETtha: 
cured Woman: 
Washer: 
Cured 'l!loman: 
I1ary: 
~{artha:. 
CUred Women: 
Hidwife: 
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SCENE V 
A fat womE~n canes in, 
-- -
May I, ladies? I'm completely done inJ You were 
having a ge~together? A meeting of holy women? 
(She gives .s, £is. .§jg:h. ) I tve just c orne from 
Calvm:v. 
So have we. 
Perhaps. Rut I saw everything, I We.s right in 
the ~front row. Better still.. I helped in the 
taking dcwn frcm the cress. rry dears, rrry own 
hands have touched the body of the Crucified •. 
Dcvm in front as usual, competj_ng with the Son of 
God in his horrible passion with your stares and 
sighing. Didn 1 t he die then only for y,u?- And 
tomorrovr you r11 be telling everybody how he came 
to your bedroom and you dictated his doctrine to 
HimJ ••• 
Vlhat do you sey to that, !Tether Fc.tso? 
I don 1 t knew this despicP.ble cr~ature. I feel 
nothing but contempt for her. /Better still. I ... ~ 
forgive her-. 'Vle Chri8tians know ·how to forgive, f 
All this nagging iecause I had the honor· of being 
a witness of ,the Passicn? It we.s public;K-we..sn 't ; 
it? I've hc.d other privileges ns well~' If I ~· ·tr; W) 
wanted to tell you whnt I kn•vr. •• -:;t'·:;:Lv' 
Yes, we underst.:.mq~ V:Tho doesn rt know? You v10re 
the sick wcme..n, the authentic one, the only one 
who h2.d a right to be c2.lled th2.t, 
But she didn It want to dia She felt wonderful, 
furicus thnt she looked so welll 
Are you t-alking about me? Do go cnJ Afterw:;rds, 
I'll tell you the story of the sisters Iro.ry and 
r~artha. 
rre 're going to hear scr.1e pretty fine siuff~ 
/ 
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'· fi "\"\""' ~: ),); \ ' ~.;:'le,•.·-F 
··This Phe.risee woman ,saw Christ pass by surrounded 
by mobs of people. Wseeing there we~ such n fine 
crcwd, she dramatic2lly tcuched ChrJ.s t' s robe end 
found herself mirnculously cured.tf\ She was sorry 
she h3d been GM.fed but f0scin<:'.ted w~ th the great >J' .. .! , .. 
crowd shruting'f"'It' s a mJ.racleJ A mJ.raclel" and ' 
looking P:t her as an actress on stage.· Since that 
time, she •·s no longer the sick woman: she • s the 
woman who was sick, )>ut who ·was cured and who 
wents to cure the entire world. She '11 glorify the 
madness of charityJ The poor roared· at her super-
cilious charity. When she passed by, the poor 
gathered up their crutches and took off fo~ other 
pl~ces. Wnon 't w to demonstrate any charJ. ty 
before her ey·es; she can 1 t stand· the competition. 
Soon she'll pe performing miracles ~n her own. 
She's plum~.· She's rosy-cheeked.JI !fer charity is 
fattening her up. srt;s 
My congratulations! v.rell, Cured VJoman, aren't 
you going to answer her2 Don't you lmow she's 
insulting you? I'd tell her a few things straight. 
CUred Wanan: I won 1 t lower myself. I told you we Christians 
knmv how to forgive insults ••• 
Marthag And what was she doing at Cal vary? Gc: thering up 
souvenirs? Some thorns and nails, perhaps? 
Cured Wo,"1an: If I only had all thatl The whole cross, and the 
spear 7 end the linen cloth that a women ne.med Veromca, •• 
Veronica: I'm thc.t Vernonice.. You won't have my cloth. 
Cured V!anan: You? Congratulations, If l had oven the veil i 
that we.s used at the Temple, or the reed they 
jeered Him with, or the pieces of' the seemless robe 
Mr-.rtha: You'd organize: a lottery for the furthering of 
ycur own mire.ct.1lous w<rks, wouldn't you? 
CUred Vloman: Poor MarthaJ To say things like that on such a 
nightJ ••• I '11 prey for you, 
1/fartha: No thank you. But tell us why ycu're running 
around loose in the streets instead of being in 
bed with ycur husbend? 
I 
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CUred Woman: "-'~I've my reasons. And why are all of you not 
sleeping? (Uagdalene .2n. the flcor, moves an~ 
groans. Attention !§. centered .Q!l her.) A s~ck 
woman? 
Midwife: i ~.~~Q.r~~ 
Cured Woman: 
.j .:-:J:i~· -t. ., . I (<:, 
,... ..II ,,? 'i .... 
VlashsT: 
M"idwife: 
Adulterous 
Vlane.n: 
CUred V/cman: 
Vlon' t you take care of her--you with all your 
c h."U'i ty? 
,. I 
~ --t.C ·-f'.J'· --·~ ,}'~ C.·."-··' 'f/l.t..-••7 "'-' ·/ ~~-~~-o~ 1., '")~_.\1 Hoav~ns' nol !Tot heT. These hands which he.ve 
touched Christ. ce.n't ·touch, a ·prostitute ••• 
. . ' 
W'hy don't yru cut your hends ·off--put them under 
glass so that no flies can land en your fingers? 
SCENE VI 
A kn cck at the door. 
- --~
Another one? Ceme inl rtrs nobody's house. It's 
free t~ol 
A woman canes in. She ce.rries g, little burie~ 
crovm made £! pearls.-
F/rey I? They told me that women were gathering 
in this house. 
Vlho 1 s the craim for? 
Adul. i!Joman: For God's deaCI. body. Vfuen will they bury Him? Or 
has it been done alreaqy? 
Harthn: You'll have to we.it. We're going to visit His 
tomb tonight, or perhnps P.t dawn. 
Adul.~:Tc:man: If you don't want me to go r.long, pler~sc tr>.ke 
this crovm. I loved Christ vccy much. -
Cured V!cme.n: VIe P..ll loved Him, P.nd I was loved by Him. 
Adul. V!cman: So much· the better for yru J I wculdn' t dnre sey 
ns r:mch, though he was good to me. 
Mnry: VTho r.re you? 
Veronic m The adul te raus \'1 annn, aren't you? 
;--7·v····-.-· 
. 
f't\: 
. 
. ·······~ ....... ,. " :i 
. . 
' .: 
. . 
. w 
.~s:J:tfAdul~ Woman: None other. So I was; so I'll always be. 
Martha: 
Adul. Vloman: 
Mid:wif'e: 
Sing :T.osannaJ since Christ saved ycu f'ran the 
priests' justice. 
I W({)n' t. s.,ing Hosanna. Vihy did they take me to 
Christ)> W'They could have stoned me 21nd had it all 
overYI-1~ow I'm the object of' public ridicule, and 
men mo..ke obscene gestures when I go by. 
Cornmi tting adultery's nothing; the crirle 's let tin;; 
meself' be CE".ught off guard. 
"t-. ; t: ·
1
,.-·t:.·A 
Adul. VTornC".n: /~In the pe.ssion of love making, I lose ull dis-
crE:tion. 
(:.;.·) · Verom .. c~: ~..-·· Er'.Ch of us has her sins. ~1e 're all' inpure. Sor:1e 
·:/ "'~"' ...... ,~-· Rre wise enough to dr~.w the curtains, and others f. A forget to do it. But you've been forgiven, haven't 
~ you? This crcwn testifies to your good henrt. 1 ~--··---- I don't hr>..ve anything, not even a ce.ndle.·::t·l3 ~ ::.rf!:.~ 
CUred Wome.n: I 111 buy wh?. teve 1 .. I have to. 
Martha.: tlhatts neacsse.ry nov1 is to ,:-;et to the tomb in the 
potter's field. There c::re 61...1nrds ••• 
CUred Wome.n: Soldiers? With a little l:lcney ••• 
Me.:cy: The Rcme.:1.s? I don't think so ••• 
Washer: 
Midwifeg 
]:fe.gdalene: 
V!e've got tc ree.ch the tomb in ~ite of the guards. 
His body isn't washed yet. ttve got perfur.les e.nd 
ointments. 
I'll help. That's my trade. 
Do you wrm.t to know how to bribe the guards? 
Te.ke them sene drinks. 
~/~ar;dalene he.s gctten ~ h£!: ~ durin;.:; the last 
remGrks. ~ ~
Cured Woman: Feeling better? .Ill the same I don't imq;ine 
You' 11 be caning with us to Christ's tomb. 
I I . 
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Magdalene: 
,;$'\ 8--" Martha: 
~ 
~  
Magdalene: 
(j) 
CUred VJanm: 
l~idwife: 
Magdalene: 
Washer: 
M"idwi f e: 
Pilate's Wife: 
Me.ry: 
Pilate's w.: 
Me.rtha: 
Pilate's w.: 
Veronica: 
Pile.te 's w.: 
XM 
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.I'll go alone then. 
N'o, let her come with. us.. The guards know her. 
Ycu underst-and, Magdalene? 
Yes, Martha. They' 11 let ine pass and you can, 
all follow, (She laug~.) I'm willing to do 
Wh-<';t surely none of you would doe I' 11 go up 
to the ~~ards close to their lantern and pull.up 
my stockings. When the soldiers see my legs, 
they'll follow me wherever I lead them, with their 
tongues hanging outl 
HO\'v horribleJ 
wragdc:.lene 's not naive about life. 
And doesn't the end justify the means, ace crding 
to the priests? 
SCENE VTI 
A knock ~ :!ill£, door. A woman comes in. 
Cane inl The're 's still room on the me.ntel1 . -: -1':..'} .• ' ' r .. ~~. ~-·, 
Bewe.reJ · This one' s~Nearing hat and glovesl 
I was just wandering around, ladies. I can't got 
rid of my insomnia. Vlhat a frigh tf'ul dey. No one 
wruld believe me, but my dre~mbook exple.ins many 
of these events. By the we.y, hovJ docs one get 
to the tomb? 
You can cane with us. I cen premise nothing be-
cause of the guards. 
I'll order the guards not to see us. 
\'!ithout being toe indiscreet, just who are you? 
A str,~ger. (Silence.) If you wish, I'~l lpa~: 
,J>A.J?_ ~.... t,C "''~r·t~ Stay~ i- Tonight every ·woman's heart aches.. ; 
Yes. (Silence.) Tell me~ what are the people 
saying in puolic about P~late? 
-l~ 
: vJ 
L 
::"'·I . . 
··-··-·, 
:"' '·; 
~rartha: 
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They're saying he showed himself very cunning during 
the trial, but they're reproRching him for washing 
his hends so ceremoniously as an e.ctor would do. 
Pilate's w.: Is that Pll? Listen~ I'm his wife. (Silence.) 
/.... IV:•·t-.J:L.s- 0 Ord. inarily a wife believes in her husband. Not I. 
· \..!/ •.•• I hardly even like him. Pile.te's always so 
/(:\ .. Nee.ry ••• psychopathicelly tired. (Silence.) ':Jere 
lL.5J you Christ 's :friends? · 
cured Wanan: Some of us were~~~r. Do you realize that this meeting 
wasn_!_t ___ nlannE?~c- But cane with us. You can be of 
great belp, }fadaine Pilate. 
Pile.te's YT.: Don't talk to me like that. 
s;~~' J 
@Washer: When are yo~ going to start yc:ur procession? st~ S 
Veronica: 
Midwife g 
~[P.rtha: 
Magdalene: 
ITo d mbt after midnight. 
B.Y that time, we'll all have to sleep. (She yawns.) 
••• I'm exhe,usted. s,t.s 
Please cover your mouth. No oneis sleepy tonight. 
No one, h~.s e. right to be. He, in His tomb, 
watching, waiting .... (She yawns.)-V"'r·-
Vlhat's he waiting for? (She yawns.) Ttrs catching. 
Tho rosur ••• (She ~emns.) ••• rection. Pardon me. 
Pile.te 's Vl.: In spite of InY' efforts • • • (~ yawns.) 
Hidwife: Don't bothe ~· (She yawns. ) 
All the worn en yawn. 
SCENE VIII 
~ ~ time there ~ silence. ~ ~ opens finally and ~ young 
m appears. 
SJV/asher: Don't you know how to Jmock before coming in? 
No, young man. Only women hero, Hen have to 
gc to the tavern. 
!h.£. yormg m !§. followed ~ En Qld Vloman whoso features ~ con-
cealed ~ s. ~ veil. -· 
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Si) Jolm: PleP.se be quietl No arguing or complaining. (!!2, 
lee.ds tho Old Wcman to the back of the room. 
==;;;.. ___.. - - - -- - ----
Cured Woman: (Pointing to the .Q1.£ VTcman.) Vfbo 1 s she? s/o-·",..,t:fL.<) 
John: Ask the ange Is. 
Veronice.: 
V ,.~--~ ...... - tt1.·Q 
John: 
CUred Womc:;n: 
Jobn: 
G~ve her this chair. 
Don't t~lk any more, and don't worry. I'll care 
for this women who's been entrusted to me. ·If 
you have e.nything t~ do, either good or be.d, on 
this histcric night, do itl without further delay. 
Let's be on the _way. W~en ~~~-1:,~QtombJ -~d let 
the maddest go ~n front.. . ... . . 1 J.,.~ .. _ .... 1.·\ .... 
Follovv me. 
... .... • . • ....... ' f.' , ••• _,{' .. ...... ' ,. ~ -~" '~ ;. . . 9." """" l-4-'"'·- f 1 ... 
(To John.) Isn 1 t your old woman going~:::~'-""~:l-~ 
She's just ccme from trere. 
The wanen prepare 1£ leave. 
SCEl\TE IX 
In uproar. The door is thr cwn wide open. Y,ochabe th enters in _s 
r.agc. 
VTashEr : 
H'idwife: 
Martha: 
Yochabeth: 
John: 
I know her. She raises cattle ••• 
It's Yochaooth, Judasrs wife. We're going to hr:we 
sane fun now. 
~V1 .. ·"\-·"'-·-'·~·,.,..1 """"·'f" , ... O. i>'-1."'· fjj!Of • 
All these women ~n my hou.se, my housel \'Jhat are 
you doing here? You slutsJ Get outl Or I'll 
smoke you out1 Vlhores, whores,~ e).l of you I say. 
Bitches. Get out~ +c~ , ·. · · · '·' ...:_ r · , . .- 1 ~--! <'(·· t,: l (~ 
~'lhy did you leave the door open? 
F.fe.ry, what difference does it make? That odor is 
everywhere. 
J'.Tcver nind e.bout that. ~.'lhich one .of you has 
stolen my husband? Under whose skirts is he 
hiding? 
You don 1 t have to hunt any further. 
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Yochabeth: 
~j 
John: 
Y oche.be th: 
John: 
- ... ....-
You, apostle, will you tell me where he is? 
or ~n pieces? If not, I'll denounce you ••• 
All right, then. Get yourself to the morgue 
immediately. Your husband's lying there in 
ice and formaldebyde. 
He 1 ~_been killed1 J 4 \lhe.t happened? .-(~ .. fl .. c. 
Whole 
The devil knows what's happened. Your Juias went L .. ».JLlD 
cut into a swampy field where mushrocrns grow in ~ 1 \1\ heaps end the frogs never cease their croaking-- · 
and he basely hung himself from a rotten stump--
and all the time he was dirtying his pents! 
Yochnbeth: AhJ That dirty little pi~.T'm a widowJ Helpl 
(Knocking the women asi~e; she goep out screaming.) 
CUred Wanan: (ggff'awing) Eo, ho. /·Dirtying his pentsl •• , 
Jchn: (stru:rping his foot) So the drarna continues, acme-
tines poignant, sometircws ludicrcus. Get your C.#-•·~ . .-.. .. , 
procession started, ycu women: play your parta. 
Hurry up if you still Y:e.nt to find a corpso to bathe 
with your tears. 
fj)Me.rtha: T'Je 're going. Are you cooin9;? v;crthy 'and unvvorthy? 
Everything's now logice.l. Let's go, all of us with I 
our different feelings. Let John take care of the 1 
Old ~\Ternan vvhose nar.1e we don't lmov1. I 
::Th::·:::e:y:...:KQ_:=c;..:::o'::·l=t~s-1.-.ov-.ll ..y .... ,-..;lnd the last .QD& closes the door, 
N\;-w u7F ---........... . 
SCENE XII ANTI THE LAST 
John watches :!ill£_ ~:.ged ~J££:l, for ,a long time, then oakes seversl 
g~stu;es, llQ.t_ knowing e;x:ac·t.J.y h_Q_\'! tq_ begin what b.g, wnnts to scy. 
F~ne.l.._y • • • 0 VI €.... 'f. I r ~ m~ W '{ ® 
Jobn: Suppose their grief is rcsy-cclorcd or whi ti.: ..,_,... 
m~de of pearls of love or even gilded pnper. ~-c~ 
dces it re e.lly rnl:'.t ter? (Silence. ) •• , Hr:wy, ar c::>-
you going to cane out of your de.ze? I'm your soL_-'~ 
now and I'm asking you •••• (Silence.) Everything'~ 
ever new. He 've got to I!lake the best of it. Ue 're 
alone, and even if' He nrises frcn the dond_, HG '11 
not be ycur sen ~ny longcr.nor ny friend, tut Our ~od. (Silence.) l.'fary, <".god r:10ther, are you going 
t:.:;/.£0 ste.y like this with your eyes blinded, between 
life md deP.th? ---c:md remember nothing? Please 
(+): 
\ 
\ 
(d) 
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0~ 
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~ s~~ move. {Silence,) And ith·your f~ce shut up like· 
a tomb? (f)ilema ) Maryt mother, they arrested, 
jeered st, tortured and k1lled your son Jesus. 
Old Wano.n: 
John: 
You se.w it all without flinching. And not 2. tec-.r 
ran down ycur cheeJks. When they wri tc the history 
cf' these dree.~f'ul, incompe.rable dcys, nre. tl_1ey going 
to have to wr1te the.t the mother of'the l1v1ng God 
didn't shed on. o tear? ••• (Silence.~ 3ary, ycu . "I LJ 
frighten ne... . /f' 3~ . vVAKI\J . I 
What time is it? 
Vih~t a ruestion1 Time is no longer. We're just 
going to drift on in the-black of' night. · (~ 
ymvns.) I would like· so much to get same sleep ••• 
!:/\ for de.ys. • • .,-i».'t'd.s 
wOld Wanan: Go to sleep, John •. I'll stay awake. 
Jolm: .s~ank you. What are y~ going to do? 
Old Wanan: SWeep cut this room. 
She getl3. 1mt te.kes §.broom fran ~ corner ~ ~ §:. sleep_:_ /J 
walker, begans her task.) ~ 
J olm: The traitor's room? If' you want ••• (He ~ ~ ~ 
table ang, goes iQ. sleep immediately vli th h1s head 
QU his arms. £k £ill1 ~ he?.rd muttering~ ••• shall 
awaken ••• it is written • • • shall awaken once more ••• 
rl(!!tR.N 
A J_ong silence. A c cck crows nearby. · ~ pale light of' de.wn 
f'il ters i.r!.:tQ !:hQ.. !:Q_C!l!.J.. The Old 'l'r!oman, who has caught sight -.of'~ 
~ apostle, ~ Q.£ym. the bro ol!!• 'tfS=) · · o::;1 tt:J .·r .. ~ 
Old V!cman: It's morning now. /H:rtS still sleeping. /He can't 
watch over me any more. (She kncols~Jesus, my 
child, I've forced back misorrow as much as was 
necess~ry. Now, away from the sight of' all the 
crowds, I weep over you .... I am no· longer the 1 .. mother of' nod ·whcrn they crucified} I am the mother of' the man they !O!JdRmedpodjath. ·-~(~I've . 
lost my son ••• J ~-(:J ~  'S 
CURTADT (;. - ~~._0 ,_~~ _2 
1 The le.st six words were added by Hr. Penn, the director of' the 
first professional por.formence of' this play in the Cnited States9 
at the Br'oadwey Congreg:"'.tional Church in New York City. Ghel-
derode approved the addition e.lthough it does not appear in his 
text. 
C. PRODUCTION LOG 
c. PRODUCTION TIMETABLE 
Casting - February 2 - 5 
First read through - February 6 
Rehearsals for interpretation, understanding background 
and situation of play - February 7 - 13 
Blocking - February 14 - 17 
Rehearsals to combine elements of interpretation, 
blocking and speech problems - February 19 - 24 
Technical rehearsals at the Meetinghouse 
February 25 - Harch 2 
Performance March 3 and 4 at 8:30 P.M. 
Charles Street Universalist Unitarian Meetinghouse 
Boston, Massachusetts 
t1 
REHF.ARSAL SCHEDULE 
Feb. 6 7pm Room 414 ltJomen 
7 7 pm tt Blind 
8:30 pm 
" 
Women 
8 7 pm " Women 
9PJP " Blind 10 10:30 am 
" 
Women 
2 pm 
" 
Blind 
12 6:30 pm 
" 
Blind 
7 pm n \vomen 
13 7 pm " Women 9 pm f1 Blind 
14 7 pm 
" 
Blind 
8:30 pm 
" 
~vomen 
15 7 pm " Women 9 pm " Blind 16 7 pm 
" 
\~omen 
17 10:30 am tf Women 
2 pm n Blind 
18 2:45 pm lv'Ieetinl?'house both casts 
19 7 pm Room 414 Blind 
9 pm " Women 20 7 pm n Women 
9 pm ff Blind 
21 7 pm n Blind 
8 pm 
" 
Women 
22 10 am Meetinghouse Blind 
2 pm " Women 
7 pm n Blind 
8:30 " Women 
24 1 pm n Women 
4 pm 
" 
Blind 
7 pm tf It/omen 
9 pm " Blind 
25 3 pm TT both casts 
26 3:30pm SFU Crew 
7 pm Meetino-house Casts and crew 
27 3:30pm 
" 
Crew 
7 pm n Casts and arew 
28 3:30 pm " Crew 
.March 7 pm " Cast and crew 
1 6 pm 
" 
Critique 
2 7 om cast and crew 
3 7:30 TT performance 
10 pm If Pictures 
4 7:30 pm tf Performance 
It is difficult to specify where this project be.P'an, 
to do there plays in the setting of the meetinP'house with 
actors from the University Theatre school. It beP'an, I 
think , with the plays, and a plan to do them in the round 
in room 210; A quick count of the graduate productions to 
be in room 210, and a conference with my advisor indicated 
that the time may be ripe for experiment. vlith this in mind 
I visited the Charles Street Universalist-Unitarian r::eeting-
house, in Boston, and !';ave the ministeri, Ivir. Kenneth Patton 
copies of the scripts. He was enthusiastic about the plays, 
and the production scheme, since the meetin~ room there was 
designed with this kind of production in mind and had never 
been used( several plays had been ~iven there but none using 
the natural arrangement of the room). 
The next step was to find a P'roup to sponsor and 
work on the plays, since the meetinghouse has a small budt:'et 
and small conp_::eegation. IJir Patton sur-r.t:ested a group of 
Liberal Religious Students that meets at the downtown liberal 
churches(6harles St. helps to sponsor the r:roup). Although 
the group seemed small they greeted the ppoject with some 
enthusiasm since they had wanted to do a play. I was assured 
that they had a large rnailine~ list and Sunday January 8 was 
set for auditions. I had recieved permission to use a few 
female actresses from school to suplement the predominately 
12 
male L.R.S. group, and these girls from school were all that 
showed up for the first auditions. However more publicity 
and some phone calls i hoped would bring some of the L.R.S. 
to the further readings schuled for Tuesdau January 10 and 
Sunc .. ay January 15. I finally got most of the roles in The 
Women cast and one role in The Blind when the people from 
L.R.S. began to drop out, some of them with quite le~itimate 
reasons. Interest in the group was dyin~ for several reason 
one of which was thetr size and another bein~ that of the 
active group onlyfour were really students. 
Another conference with my advisor and I decided to 
aks the school to spousor the plays and to use actors from 
school. Permission was granted and on February 2 I opened 
readings at school with a fine turn out. February 6 we 
beET.an rehearsals with the new cast. 
The fiiam outcome of the project was that the people 
at the meetinghouse were pleased with the work done and expre 
-sed hope that the University would be willing to do more 
work usinv their facilities. 
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D. PROGRAM 
Boston University 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Division of Theatre Arts 
*Graduate Thesis Production 
Two One .. Act Plays by de Ghelderode 
De Witte 
De Strop 
Den .Os 
Lamprido 
Directed by 
DONALD KNAUB 
March 4, 1962 
THE BLIND MEN 
Robert Sommers 
David Levenson 
Pascual Vaquer 
Peter Russell 
THE WOMEN AT THE TOMB 
Midwife 
Washer of Dead 
Magdalene 
Martha 
Mary 
Veronica 
Cured Woman 
Adulte1·ous Woman 
Pilate's Wife 
Yocabeth 
John 
Old Woman 
Production Manage?' 
Stage Manager 
Costume Designer 
Lighting Designer 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
Joyce Kelner 
Harriet Berezin 
Sheila Walsh 
Madeline Winston 
Donna Zenobia 
Marjorie Kahn 
Goksel Kortay 
Barbara Ashman 
Suzanne Volkman 
Diana Kerew 
Robert Sommers 
Judith Weber 
Marjory Drake 
Patricia Grant 
Larry Mills 
Jeffrey Chambers 
Louis Flanigan, David Barber, Athan Anagnostopoulos, 
Olawale Rotimi, Patricia Bruce, Mona Koelb, Tiffany Hendry, 
Janet Heiligman, Ronda Silverman, Jane Lyman, Cynthia 
Starrett. 
*As partial fulfillment for the Master of Fine Arts degree requirements. 
-
E. PERFOR~MNCE LOG 
Saturda~ March 3 
Sunday March 4 
,: 
Performance Log 
7 pm crew arrived ( some had been 
working throup-h the afternoon) 
8 pm Entire cast present 
8:40 curtain up for 'he Blind Men 
9 pm intermission 
9:10 pm house warning 
9:15 pm Curtain up on the 
\;{omen at the lomb 
9:45 pm Final curtain for the 
~"!omen at the Tomb 
Same timing as previous performance. 
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G. Photographs 
by 
Hugh V.Jilkerson 
(These photographs were taken by Mr. Wilkerson in a 
simulated performance following the saturday night show) 
" 1'<1iserere! Miserere! Miser ere!" 
In despipation the blind men beg to an unknown 
hos'tt 
"Concel.ted Man! Do you know where you are?" 
Lamprido attempts to help the blind men. 
The body Washer chastizes Magdalene : 
"Stop your writhing or I'll call the police who'll 
smother yop between two mattresses." 
nary ,ui ves her opinioh of the Cured 1·'loma.n, 
"Don't try to demonstrate any charity before 
her eyes; she can't stand the competition". 
"Mary a ged mother, are you going to stay like this 
between' life and death •• •• remembering- nothing?" 
H. CRITICAL NOTICES 
II 
11 
H. CRITICAL NOTICES (graduate students) 
Comments by the graduate students were in general 
favorable in terms of the whole production •••••• some of the 
things said were •••••••• 
The Blind ••••• From the opening tapping to the descent into the 
bog they were very real blind men ••••• I believe that if you had 
placed a pole center stage and had Lamprido on top of the pole 
that you would have established the location and given Lamprido 
a more positive identity ••••• the singing and chanting of the 
blind men was most effective •••••• Each of the blind men was 
carefully differentiated, both by make-up and through action •••• 
the total movement had a kind of flow to it, each turn or thrust 
seemed to have a definite function in relation to the whole •••• 
the idea of bringing the Breugel painting to life was well 
conceived and carried out. 
The Women at the Tomb ••••••• the opening scene between the 
body washer and the midwife was quite effective ••••••••• 
characterizations well sustained and inventive •••• Pilates 
wife was a casting suprise that proved a fortunate one ••••• 
characters seemed deeply involved in their conflicts •••• the 
end dropped too much ••••• (general) •••••• virtually every 
element of the production was superior ••••• used the round very 
effectively, I never felt cheated ••••• don't see the necessity 
for restricting the placement of one door when other details 
are left to the audience's imagination •••••• 
,_.Jl---======~"-:..-:.='-'"~---~"'"'-"'.cc:::o:::.c~""'-"=-=--....-c"'==~=·-=-c."-.' "·- .,.,. ,_;-.co· '="~""·"·''--=-':.c=· .... ··==:.oo·.:; ·.:c .... ,~·.;::.c:=..:o=.::::·cc~.;ccc ... c.;:.~-:o:.c."' 
brilliantly achieved purpose as directed •••••• regrettably still 
nihilistic and anti-religious •••• interesting and high~ theat-
rical production ••••• a good showpiece of B. U.'s graduate work 
••••• truthfully and theatrically concieved and very entertain-
ing. 
I. FACULTY COMMENTS 
.~ ; ~~ I. FACULTY COMMENTS 
!I 
h 
The faculty comments were generally very favorable 
in terms of the overall production ••••• Mr. Nicolson felt the 
lighting, ...... ] 'dl1!! mr imaginative and well suited to arena 
staging •••••• Mr. Thommen felt the curtain call was not suited 
to the type of production and that the character Lamprido was 
too weak to fulfill his function in the play ••••• Mr. Hirsh 
felt that the role of the Old Woman was wrong, too loud and 
unsentimental for the climax of the play, and felt the move-
ment away from the character of Yocabeth should have been 
stronger •••••• Mrs. Machlin said despite the obvious acoustical 
difficulties, she could hear and understand most of the 
characters ••••• Dr. Ehrensperger liked the blocking in The Blind, 
but also felt that the character of Lamprido needed some work 
although he realized how much the actor had grown in the role. 
There was much discussion of the merits of the play The Women, 
in terms of the obvious weaknesses in the script; in general 
felt The Women to have been better performed than The Blind, 
(strangely enough lhe Blind reached their climax of performance 
about three days before performance). 
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J. PR.ODUCTION PLOTS 
Iviidwife 
SCENE BREAKDO'JJ1.1 
THE WOivlEN AT THE TOJYffi 
9 10 
X X X X X !_ _ _! __ X ______ £; __ 
: ~9dywas[l_er ____ -~-- _!_ ____ ;;;.,.x _ _...;x;;.;:.._.._..;:.x;;..__=x _ __;~-~--=---X X X 
:j ~agdal ene 
Mary 
~, Iviartha 
x X 
---·- _______ ..;;.;::__--==.._ X 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X 
-
..;.V..-er_o.;..n__;i;;;;..c_a ______________ X -~----·_?; __ ---::=-
~----
X 
X 
X 
------·· --·------. -
· Cured Homan X X X X X 
------ - -· ___ ___;;:;____.::.::_  _;;;.. __ ~_ __::.:::__. 
·• Adulterous Woman X 
-- - - ----- - -----
Pilates Wife X u~--~-------------------------------------~~------------
" II Yochabeth 
,_) 
______ ___:X 
John X X 
Old Woman X 
Sound Plot 
Five Minutes before the Blind, two selections from 
2011h Century Recorder T,1usic. 
During The Blind r,:enl recorded Carillion music played 
on an electric caril ion in Chicago Illinois by 
Dr. Alvin Brightbill. Also selection from same tape 
used at end of this play. 
Opening music for the l'Jomen at the Tomb , a drumm 
solo.by Chico Hamilton on a ZEN recording. 
"Lord Randall" by Fred Katz. 
Props 
The Blind iv'Ien; 
TkDee walking sticks shoulder hi~ht 
The Women at the Tomb: 
Burial Crown 
Rage:ed broom 
,, 
;;::,::;-=:;r.="'=''-"==="-=~·=·o:.c·ccc.·.o-;.:...c."'-=~·"·'""·"""==-===··c 
II 
Light Instrument chart 
The Blind 
-·-------
!ft:Strwtient T.Y~ Watts Circuit Area Gel color 
---- ------- -----
- -.----
------
1 B" Leko 1000 5 1 lir=-ht blue 
lavender 
2 6" Leko 500 3 5 med. blue 
3 4" Leko 500 1 6 bastard am'b. 
4 6n Leko 500 2 4 med. blue 
6 6" Leko 500 2 3 lt. blue 
lavender 
7 6TT Leko 500 6 1 lt. blue lavender 
8 4fT Leko 500 1 6 bastard amb. 
9 611 1 eko 500 3 5 med. blue 
10 8 11 Leko 1000 4 2 lt. blue 
lavender 
The Women at the Tomb 
----- --------
1 en Leko 1000 5 1 Me d. Blue 
2 6n Leko 500 3 5 ::ed. blue 
3 4" Leko 500 1 6 Bastard amb, 
4 6" Leko 100 2 4 ff " 5 B" Leko 1000 6 1 straw 
6 611 Leko 500 2 3 Lt. blue 
lavender 
7 6n leko 500 6 1 r'~ed Blue 
8 4!! Leko 500 1 6 Bastard amb. 
9 6!1 Leko 500 3 5 Med. blue 
10 B" Leko 1000 4 2 Eed blue 
ll 
I 
/ 



K. HINSSIGHTS 
K. HindsiR:hts 
I(y first concern is to clearify a 
misunderstanding presented on the pro~ram (sectioh D.). 
Faculty criticism involved a feelin.P" that I lacked 
sufficient organization of the technical aspects of 
the production. However, Mrs. Drake was not assiEned 
as the Froduction Iv1anager until a week before the 
production and did not know about it until she arrived 
to see the show: the light desir::r:ner appeared for one 
rehearsal and insisted that his duties were only to 
supervise the moving of the light instruments ~romi-1.the 
theatre. Of the eleven crew members listed only ei~ht 
knew of the assignment leavinf only two men on the crew, 
and a technical staff of two - costume desivner, Larry 
Mills, who did a quite imaginative job, and sta~e manaper 
Patti Grant, who kept things going despite the lack mf 
help. With this obvious lack in manpower all had to do 
double duty; I designed the sets and lifhts, Have Barber, 
Lou Flannigan and Joel Dorffman executed thwm. I would li 
like to take this oppontunity to thank all the crew 
members and staff who helped fill this ,p;ap , as well as 
the cast who patiently encouraged me throuvh the 
technical difficulties. 
Concerning the plays, I do not regret having 
done them in the bui~ding that I did them in, nor using 
the staging that I used. Had I had more time to work 
with individual actors, I would have conce~trated on 
the roles of Lamprido in ~h~Blind Men , and on Yacobeth 
in ~he Women; not changing their basic characterizations 
but expandin~ what they had achieved. In both cases I 
feel they discovered the key to the personalization of 
the roles on the ni~ht of the performance which 1 ~uess 
is characteristic of an educational experience. I also 
would have liked to betDer the accoustice in the room 
itself but this was impossible, had I more time I would 
have worked on diction and projection of the actors, 
Finally I wish to thank Dr. Ehrensperger and 
}T. Patoon for having the courage to allow me to continue 
with this experimBnt. 1\ project of this kind can be 
dangerous when there is no precedent, as there 1r.1as none 
in this case; thesis productions with casts from school 
had never been done off campus, and the Meetin~house had 
never seen thett facilities used in the full round. I am 
extremely grateful to both men and the rest of the 
faculty at Boston University for their ceoperation in thi 
venture. I would suggest that one of the possible 
solutions for the crowed space problem in room 210 at 
the theatre is an expansion of the graduate provrarn to 
include the facilities that the city has to offer such 
as churches, museums, ect,that would be very willing to 
have thetr facilities put to good use. 
L. OBITUARY NOTICES OF M. de CEELDERODE 
i· 
Obituary notices in the New York papers at the death 
of M. de Ghelderode on April i, i962. 
.. ., ···-· ~., ....... <-_ .~. ·~,_~/t'·"£ 
M. de_!illelderode; > . ! 
Belgiait'Pla:ywright . ; 
.. . BRUSSELS •. · . : 
Michel de Ghelderode, 63, one t 
of :Selgium's leading play-
wrifU;tt.s, died Sunday. 
l.lr6.ij"de Ghelderode was com- 1 
pardtively unknown in the t 
UnUed litates, and probably 1 
was more noted in Paris than t 
he was in his native Brussels. e 
: He achieved stature from the ., 
success in Paris of his "Hup, ; 
Signor!" "Splendors of Hell" 
: and "Escurial" in the late 1940s f 
,. and early 1950s. In :Pelgium, 
. Mr. de Ghelderode was more r 
noted for his television. dramas. 1 Critics fourid his plays con- 1 
· vincingly savage and ctpel In E 
, "Escurial" for example: ·a· ~sidk . 
i and wan" king orders his queen ~ 
: tnurtlered and provokes a com:t , 
:clown to confess to tieing the v 
'queen's lover. The king then t_ 
has the Jt-~ strangled. f. 
_lit ~-~~-~ -·-- ' -
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Letters 
To the Editor 
Modern Dramatist 
To THE EDITOR: 
ONE of the world's great 
modem dramatists, Michel de 
' Ghelderode, died Sunday, April 
1, in Brussels, where he was 
born in 1898. 
Perhaps these following lines 
Of tribute belong more in these 
columns than in those devoted 
to drama for one Ironic reason: 
to date there have been more 
Ghelderode plays published in 
New York than played here. 
The United States is the only 
major Western country not to 
have seen a full-length work 
• of the Belgian playwright whose 
"Escurial." "Barabbas," "Pan-
tagleize" and "Christopher Co-
lumbus" have been performed 
1n eighteen languages and given 
in more than fifty countries. 
(Norris Houghton of the 
Phoenix Theatre reports having 
seen a recent production of 
Ghelderode's "Three Actors and 
Their Drama" at the Theatre 
38 lit Krakow, Poland.) • • • 
When Uno Willers, head of 
the Nobel Committee of the 
Swedish Academy, invited Eric 
Bentley to nominate a candia 
-Gate for the Nobel Prize in 
Literature for 1961, Mr. Bentley 
wrote: 
"I wish to nominate Michel 
de Ghelderode. Ghelderode is 
not only the leading writer of 
his country, Belgium, but one 
of the leading writers today in 
the French language. An im-
pressive, and perhaps almost 
complete, life work is at your 
disposal. Gallimard has pub-
lished and kept in print half 
a dozen substantial volumes of 
Ghelderode's works. Ghelderode 
stands a little outside the polit-
ical controversies which have 
absorbed some o! your winners, 
such as Camus on the one side 
and Quasimodo on the other. 
But he is far from outside the 
larger controversies, the ulti-
mate moral ones. RRther, he is 
a major contributor. • • • I 
should also like to see the Nobel 
Prize go once again to a drama-
tist. I am sure Ghelderode is 
the eoual of others who have 
had the prize as dramatists. 
Ghelderode's reputation has 
• been slow to grow. But it is 
still growing and will continue 
to. A volume of his plays· has 
appeared In the United States 
during the past few months and 
is already making its impres-
sion." 
ACCORDING to Stockholm 
newspapers, Ghelderode was 
mentioned often during the last 
ten years as a J)08Sible recipient 
of the coveted prize. Although 
he did not win the prize In 1961 
the City of Ostend gave him In 
that same year his first inter-
national public tribute on July 
16. On that occasion an Ameri-
can, a Frenchman, a Belgian, an 
Italian and a Dutchman were 
the principal speakers, and many 
writers telegraphed their con-
gratulations. Jean Cocteau's 
Vourle011 IM A•nerlcan Frientl& of Mlcltel de Gllelderodti. 
Michel de Ghelderodc. 
message from Paris was par-
ticularly noteworthy: "Ghelde-
rode is as magnificent as his 
forebearers Charlemagne, 
Charles V Bosch and Breughel. 
His genius in the theatre is un-
surpassed." 
Earlier, Eugene Ionesco wrote 
in Theatre Arts, June, 1958: 
"Much has been said In the 
last fifty years about the de-
cline of the theatre. This is 
because, in reality, the theatre 
is a dangerous genre. One can-
not be mistaken in it, at least 
for long. It endures only when 
it realizes fully its essence. 
From time to time a Strind-
berg, a Pirandello, a Ghelde-
rode discover it in themselves 
and restore it to us instinctively 
in its original purity." 
Thougn less famous than the 
writers who praised Ghelderode 
above, eight college students, 
who were studying creative 
writing last summer at Cum-
mington, Mass., wish to sbare 
a letter Ghelderode wrote them, 
a communication among his 
last. With a quill pen Ghelde-
rode wrote, in a fine hand: 
"My greetings to you, my 
friends of a young and gener-
ous America! After I have 
spoken, I will become silent and 
smile your older, confident 
brother :who has offered his 
advice, and is hap!Jy. I would 
liked to have s'OOken to you as 
a writer, a man, who according 
to Montalgne, has seen every-
thing and nothing. But mod-
esty prevents my doing that. 
My vanity is too great already. 
You young Americans, the 
~Strength of the future world, 
should be grateful to me for 
not evoking a certain mol'al 
superiority, the conclusion of 
which would be that nothing 
can be saved without love. But 
I know you believe that already. 
Rather, I am sending you my 
thoughts which are similar to 
those of Alfred de Vigny, the 
admirable modem poet. 
'"l cannot help feeling the 
weight of condemnation on my 
shoulders, but not knowing its 
origin, I am resigned to the 
prison of my feelings. Within 
the walls of my soul, I weave 
straw together in order to 
forget these thoughts of be-
ing abandoned. There inside 
THE HlW 
all human accomplishment is 
ground to dust. It means noth-
ing without affection for our 
felJow man. But I am confident 
that there is some good on 
earth yet I am resigned to 
an evil. I thank God at the 
end of every day that it has 
passed without bringing me too 
much unhappiness. I expect 
nothing of this world, but a 
great deal from the next. But 
I thank Him for having given 
me the power to work in whicb 
I can lose myself and my 
eternal ignorance. • • • These 
sentiments are my prayer· when 
I am searching for God in the 
heavens filled with gunfire and 
explosions of bombs." 
SAMUEL DRAPER 
RENEE FOX 
ISAIAH SHEFFER 
EUGENE LION 
W ALLACI: FoWLJE 
JEAN HY'I'IER. 
New York City. 
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Thus far Michel de Ghelderode 
known very few instances of fame 
has seen very few productions of 
plays which were unequivocally 
ce-mrt'ul. The- nB:son would seem 
be in the very power and value of 
plays themselves. Their satiric 
ent, their burlesque truculence 
easily worry and even upset 
se solid citizens who attend the 
atre in order to be diverted and 
appear in a group that is more so-
l than curious to understand the 
of a new playwright ••• I predict 
t youthful directors and actors 
1 turn to his works and find in 
m an unusual poetic violence, a 
ange magical power which will hold 
move the spectators. 
Wallace Fowlie 
Jean Hytier, well-known French 
>lar and critic, has been named 
Ionorary Director of the society. 
Hytier, a Professor of French at 
unbia University, has written se-
ll books, including one on Andre 
~ which was highly praised by Gide 
~elf. Michel de Ghelderode admires 
~. Hytier's work, particularly 
study of Paul Valery called La 
~ique ~ Valery which appeared in 
~. 
APRIL 1961 
e GHELDERODE' S LETTER 
Brussels 21 December 1960 
Dear Friends: 
I am sending you a few words which 
carry nothing new except a little of 
that warmth of soul more necessary than 
bread, especially in our time of hate 
and detestation. Moreover, because 
tragedy occurs everywhere and to every-
one, I should think its blows would 
strengthen men to be more united and 
fraternal. Look what is happening here 
now: Brussels is covered by mourning, 
incalculable pain and suffering. Every-
one is grieved. But such is the impe-
tuosity of life--blind and sovereign--
so that tomorrow nobody will say any-
thing about it. And yet these de-
structive ideas do torment man's con-
science; death's inevitability upsets 
everybody who is more apt to indulge in 
gross pleasure than in meditation. One 
cannot ask men to be angels, not even 
to live with dignity--for the notion of 
dignity disappeared long ago along with 
so many moral values. No, dear friends, 
I am not in a joyous frame of mind--
never! Without being sad, however, I 
am attentive, incapable of cutting my-
self off from humanity whose flesh and 
blood unites us, and in the spiritual 
order, whose charity cannot be annul-
led--a love which binds us all to-
gether with the golden ~le. 
MY greetings to all of you who 
have joined together around my name: 
The American Friends--my elite public, 
my own throng. How precious is your 
unanimous confidence in me and my 
work and how rare your affection which 
you have declared to. a hostile world 
which hates art. 
_fiJtc~ k r:l/tJ.e~ 
Masthead photo by Charles Leirens of Paris. 
e BARAB.BAS REPORT 
Producers Isaiah Sheffer and James 
Antonio report that their off-Broadway 
production of Ghelderode 1 s Barabbas has 
now been scheduled for a New York open-
ing shortly after Labor Day. The finan-
cing of the production will soon be com-
pleted, and rehearsals are expected to 
begin in early summer. Barabbas will be 
seen in several summer theaters before 
arriving in New York. 
A new musical score for the Ameri-
can production of Barabbas is being com-
posed by Samuel Gale. Negotiations are 
now under way with a prominent actor t·o 
portray the title role. Members of The 
American Friends may still invest in 
this important theatrical enterprise. 
For information, write to Mr. Sheffer at 
515 Cathedral Parkway, New York 25, N.Y. 
•JACK RICHARDSON REVIEWS ESCURIAL 
In the Jan./Feb. 1961 issue of The 
Second Coming Magazine, playwright Jack 
Richardson reviews Ghelderode's Escurial 
which was played last summer at the Gate 
Theater. (Mr. Richardson won an "Obie" 
and a Vernon Rice Award for his play, 
~Prodigal. His first novel will be 
published next year.) 
" ••• Thus Ghelderode plays the game 
of dramatic epistomology, a favorite 
with so many modern writers for the the-
ater. But, while it is always interest-
ing to watch the peculiar logic of il-
lusion unwind, this does not seem to me 
to be the play's main asset. Ghelderode 
..• can create, through language and vis-
ible actions, a definite mood, a rhythm 
that perfectly suits the characters and 
settings of his play •.•• Pervading them 
all, and Escurial as well, is the pecu-
liarly Flemish treatment of man's crud-
ities and grossness which he shares with 
Ensor, Breughel and Bosch, all painters 
who have influenced him. And like them, 
too, he holds in the back of his mind 
that spiritual perfection he allows him-
self to hint at on the stage. But no 
matter what mask he chooses, Ghelderode, 
long passed over in favor of the chic 
and the silly, makes his mark as one of 
the half dozen or so great dramatists 
of our century. ~ 
Scene from Bill Penn's 1959 Off-Broadway production c 
Ghelderode' s .Th!_ ~~!a.!~· Photo by Ali:l: Je 
eTHE WOMEN AT THE TOMB 
The Theatre Studio directed and 
produced by Isaiah Sheffer will pres 
Ghelderode' s The Women at the Tomb o: 
radio station WEVD (133o-PM and 97.7 
FM) on Wednesday, March 29 at 8:30 p 
Samuel Draper's translation of the o 
act play will be used. 
ADDITIONS TO GHELDERODE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Brady, Leo, "The Showcase: Michel de 
Ghelderode," The Critic, Feb.-Mar. 
1961, Vol. XIx:io. 4. (The Thomas Mo 
Association, 210 West Madison Street 
Chicago 6.) pp. 66-67. 
JATHOLIC UNIVERSITY PRESENTS GHELDERODE'S BARABBAS 
Barabbas, one of Ghelderode's major 
, was performed by the Speech and 
Dept. of the Catholic University of 
}a from Jan. 27 through Feb. 11 on 
campus in Washington, D.C. 
Uthough this production of Barabbas 
)t more than adequate amateur theater 
3Ver achieved the force and meaning 
3 Ghelderode original, the audience 
}Casionally stirred by Ghelderode's 
ful imagination and bizarre humor, of 
, unfortunately, all too little was 
1t to the stage. The Belgian play-
t's insight into Barabbas the murder-
lief, condemned rebel and anarchist 
tdea n@W-di~ensions to this stilr 
1ating and mysterious character. Per-
1g Barabbas is a task comparable to 
1ting King Lear or Phaedra. Ghelde-
las made the greatest demands on the 
tor, technical men, and actors. 
nust be professionals to put across 
~ork of art, the meaning of which is 
~sily deciphered nor soon exhausted. 
every re-reading of Barabbas, new 
ficance emerges ••• each time one per-
~ more of its deeper, richer meaning.) 
erior Translation 
Despite the Washington production's 
shortcomings, some of the results 
admirable. One respects and applauds 
ames Waring, the director, and his 
tment for their courageous attempt. 
Mr. Waring used an inferior transla-
of this extra-ordinary passion play 1 
lted, falsely poetic, grandiose, and 
y unplayable version by George Hauger, 
ealizes the grave limitations under 
the director and actors worked. Mr. 
r's dry lecture-hall English cannot 
bly bring the characters to life. 
Let this one speech by Barabbas de-
rate several weaknesses in the Hauger 
lation: ''Meanwhile, Barabbas greets 
ny brother malefactors, my dear rab-
Greetings from the depths of my pes-
tial darkness! I can no longer see 
but I can sniff your musky smell, and 
w that you are multiplying abundantly, 
rour kind will never allow itself to 
away. Make crime live forever, for 
ng as man himself!" 
Hugh Dickinson's translation of the 
same passage is far more in keeping with 
the spirit of the original and with the 
demands of the live theater. "Meanwhile, 
my comrades in crime, my beloved riff-raff, 
Barabbas salutes you! From the depths of 
this black pest-hole, all hail! I cannot 
see you, but I sniff your rank smell. I 
know you breed your kind still. You won't 
let it be stamped out. Make sure crime 
lasts as long as man! » 
But more important, Barabbas at Cath-
olic University became a typical Sunday 
School play which misinterpreted Ghelde-
rode's complicated moral drama. In order 
to make the play into a conventional Bib-
lical piece, brilliant and imaginative cre-
ations of Ghelderode, such as the P.T. Bar-
num Showman and his clown and their acute 
modern commentary on the Jerusalem events 
had to be blurred, edited, or ignored. The 
lusty, bawdy vigor of Barabbas himself was 
also subjected to the editor's pencil. 
Rebels 
In Ghelderode's play, Barabbas is a 
physical giant with a sharp mind and a burn· 
ing discontent. Ghelderode intends him and 
his influence to be as great as Christ's. 
Both Christ and Barabbas are rebels. The 
latter's beliefs in rebellion, anarchy, 
justice and human responsibility are as 
powerful as the ideas set forth by Jesus 
In Mr. Waring's presentation, Christ, 
Mary Magdalene, Judas, Herod, and the other 
Biblical figures took center stage as tra-
ditional images while Barabbas, as the play 
progressed, became more and more a fool, 
relegated to the shadowy back areas of the 
stage. Ghelderode's gigantic hero was tur~ 
ed into a ludicrous character. 
Confused by the events which led to 
Christ's crucifixion, Barabbas repeatedly 
asks for enlightenment about them. He 
decides that Christ must have died for the 
same ideas which he himself is beginning to 
comprehend--a world for the poor where 
there will be no judges, priests, rich men 
or exploiters. "Long live anarchy!" shouts 
Barabbas. Misunderstanding Christ's mess-
age, disdaining Christ's methods, he is 
nevertheless deeply impressed by Christ's 
bravery and courage in suffering such agony 
and injustice. Barabbas laments: "If he 
had sought ~ out, if he had said, "Ba-
rabbas, let's join forces, we'd have lost 
no time in ruling this kingdom ••• " 
Barabbas must die because Christ must 
die; both are rebels and her~1f. Their death 
is Ghelderode's way of pointing out man-
kind's fear and· stupidity. Men are afraid 
of Christ, and they are afraid of Barabbas. 
Men destroy new ideas and dangerous philoso-
phies. They kill creativity and intelli-
gence, and they crucify genius! They murder 
the guilty and the innocent. 
Everyman 
Barabbas symbolizes Everyman who has 
been confused by Christ, Everyman who seeks 
to know the truth about Jesus. Wondering 
why the crucifixion had to take place, Ba-
rabbas is indignant at the injustice of it. 
The story of his attempt to find an answer 
and to secure justice makes Ghelderode's 
Barabbas a significant modern drama. In 
making Christ a non-speaking character who 
is seen on stage only briefly, and Barabbas 
an eloquent, towering figure who dominates 
three acts, Ghelderode has sought to focus 
his drama on the latter and on all human 
beings incapable of understanding Christ or 
of being what Christ is. 
In the Catholic University production, 
Jesus was God and Barabbas a fool. Ghelde-
rode's Barabbas should have even more power, 
authority, and character than Jesus. Is 
that shocking? Not to Ghelderqde. For 
Ghelderode's point of view is always the 
original, the unexpected, the unexplained, 
the other side of the traditional and the 
usual. If Christians are somewhat shocked 
by Ghelderode's unconventional Barabbas, 
then that is proof that the production 
is faithful to Ghelderode's ideas. 
In Washington no one was shocked. And 
no one saw Michel de Ghelderode's Barabbas. 
e TRANSLATIONS OF GHELDERODE PLAYS AVAILABLE 
FOR PERFORMANCE IN THE UNITED STATES 
The Pomps of Hell by Robert Hellman 
The Women at the Tomb by Samuel Draper 
Christophe;-cOIUm~by Lyon Phelps 
Bizarre Cavalier by Samuel Draper 
Hop! Signor by Maura Cavanagh 
Evening Lament (Un Soir de Pitie) 
by S£>muel Draper 
Please write the society for information. 
•INVITATION TO AN EXHIBITION 
10 March 
Dear Friends: 
I would like to mention a wo 
friend from Paris, an excellent P 
lish painter named Jozef Czapski · 
is one of the principal expressio: 
istic painters, a master of this 
school. I wrote an essay on him 
the catalog of his present Paris 
hibition. In April and May* hew 
have a show at the Sagittarius Ga: 
lery, 777 Madison Ave., New York. 
am asking all my American friends 
welcome him to New York and to he: 
him spiritually in my name. You , 
like him. He is a kind of warrio: 
monk, a survivor of many battles , 
slaughters. One of Jozef Czapski 
patrons and friends in New York i: 
Mme. Artur Rodzinski, the widow o: 
the famed orchestra leader. 
Michel de Ghelderod 
*The dates of Mr. Czapski 1 s New York exhibiti~ 
May 22 to June 7. All Ghelderode's friends ar~ 
vited to attend. Admission is free. 
Gallimard of Paris will publish 
Volume 6 of Ghelderode's complete 
The~tre this fall. 
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